Budget/Schedule:

To do this research, I will spend June 12-29, 2017 in 18th arrondissement of Paris. The cost of a flight to Paris from my hometown of New Orleans is roughly $1,200-$1,400. I will stay in a room through Air BnB, around $80 a night, arriving at a total around $1400 for 17 nights. From June 12-16, I will conduct interviews and observations in northern and southern areas of the 10th arrondissement. For transportation, I will use a Metro Navigo month pass, which is an estimated $80 and will budget $20 for additional transportation through taxis services/Uber. From June 19-21, I hope to volunteer at a refugee center in the 19th arrondissement, interviewing refugees and attending World Refugee Week events. From June 21-25, I will conduct research in the 19th arrondissement, and from June 26-29, I will explore the 18th arrondissement. Since this research is centered around food, I estimate spending around $1,000 on meals throughout my stay, assuming I will spend around $60 a day. I have inflated some of the costs to account for unknown expenditures that may arise from currency differences and price changes. Though the total cost is estimated $4,000, I am asking for the full grant money of $5,000, in the case of needing a translator in Paris.

Timeline: June 12-29, 2017

Lodging- $80/night + fees, 17 nights ~ $1,400
Flight- From New Orleans to Paris ~ $1,200-$1,400
Transportation- $80 month metro pass + taxis/Uber to and from the airport ~ $100
Meals and Research- $60/day, 18 days ~ $1,080
Total cost- $3,780 ~ $4,000*

*Not accounting for possible translator fees